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In their magnitude and urgency the problems before the Conference
were, indeed, as inspiring to some as they were disheartening to others.
The gathering total of international defaults showed how unbear-
able had become the load of debts when prices were wretchedly low
and when creditor countries with their rising tariffs penalized pay-
ment. Only a few days before the Conference opened, the greatest
sirfgte item was added to the list of defaults when Germany declared
a transfer moratorium on all private and public long-term debts con-
tracted before July 19 31 .* World tariffs were stil I mounting, reinforced
by the still more pernicious enemies of private international trade,
the quota and exchange control. International monetary organization
had practically broken down: sterling and many associated currencies
were detached from gold, the dollar was moving in an orbit of its own,
the currencies of Central and Eastern Europe were confined in the
poorhouse of exchange control, and virtually only France, Belgium,
Poland, Switzerland, and the Netherlands, with their dependencies,
still shared the cold comfort of the international gold standard.
Small wonder that international trade shrank miserably in value,
and that unemployment threatened the great industrial countries
with social demoralization. On the other hand, to those who knew
how to read the portents, the darkness of the storm was giving way
to the grey drizzle of incipient and precarious recovery—a fact that
had been recognized by the preparatory commission of exports. The
Governments had assembled at South Kensington, not, it seemed,
to initiate, but to safeguard and promote an economic revival that
was already under way.
It is not easy to assess the reasons for this incipient economic
recovery. It was not entirely world-wide, but was large ly concentrated
in the countries whose currencies were relatively depreciated. This
suggests, with some conviction, that part of their benefit was gained
simply at the expense of others; but that is only a fraction of the
truth. The liberation of their currencies from former external strains,
besides giving them a competitive advantage in trader also enabled
them to pursue with greater zeal and completeness policies designed
to increase internal purchasing power. 3?irst among such policies) was
the maintenance of low money rates. In Great Britain, certainly, the
combination of cheap money and changing business opportunities
through the alteration of fiscal policy was the mainspring of national
economic revival. Its starting point was the conversion of govern-
mefctal debt in July 1932. In the United States, easy monetary con-
ditions were perhaps of less immediate importance, in initiating
1 See below, p. 03.

